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NOTE ON STABILITY OF A CONTROL SYSTEM 
JAN KUCERA, IVO VRKOC, Praha 
(Received August 25, 1967) 
It is well known (see [2]) that the systems of homogeneous linear ordinary differen­
tial equations have following two properties. The uniform asymptotic stability of 
origin is equivalent to the exponential asymptotic stability and the stability of origin 
is equivalent to the boundedness of every solution. In this paper we will show that under 
some assumptions the same can be extended on a control system 
(1) x = f(x9 u) , u e % . 
Here we mean by % the set of all measurable functions u : <0, oo) -> U, where U 
is a subset of an Euclidean space Rm. We use the usual notation denoting a norm, resp. 
an inner product, in Euclidean space Rm by | | . | , resp. (., .). We say that (1) has 
a solution x(t) if there is a function u e f such that x(t) solve the equation x(t) = 
= f(x(t)9 u(t)) in the sense of Caratheodory (see [1]). We will denote such solution 
by x(t9 u). 
Let us start with some definitions. We say that zero-solution of (1) is stable if for 
each e > 0 there is such 8 > 0 that every solution x(t9 u), u e °U9 of (l) fulfils the im­
plication ||x(0, u)|| S 8 => \\x(t9 u)|| ^ 6 for every t > 0. We say that zero-solution 
of (1) is exponentially asymptotic stable if it exists such T > 0 that for every 8 > 0, 
u e^U the solution x(t9 u) of (1) fulfils the implication 
\\x(t09 u)\\ £8=> \\x(t9 u)\\ g \5 for every t = t0 + T. 
We repeate one result from [3]: Let U a Rm be compact andf(x, u): Rn x U -» 
-> Rn fulfil the following assumptions: 
1) / i s continuous in (x9 u) on R
n x U. 
2) f(x9 U) = {f(x9 u); u e U} is convex for every x e R
n. 
3) f(x9 U) is upper-semicontinuous on R
n. 
4) It exists such constant C that for every xe Rn and every y e/(x, U) it holds 
(*. y) Z C(l + \\x\\2). 
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Then for every compact A c Rn the set of all solutions of (1) starting in A and 
defined on a finite interval is compact in the topology of the uniform convergence. 
Lemma 1. Let U c Rm be compact andf(x, u) : Rn x U -» Rn fulfil the following 
assumptions: 
1) / is continuous in x on Rn uniformly on U and continuous in u on U for every 
fixed x € jRn. 
2) f(x, U) is convex for every x e Rn. 
3) / is homogeneous of degree one in x for every ueU. 
4) the solution x(t, u) of (I) converges to zero as t -> oo for every « e f and every 
initial condition. 
Then zero-solution 0/(1) is stable. 
Proof. If zero-solution of (1) is not stable then it exists s > 0 and there are solu-
tions xk of (1) and tk > 0 such that ||xk(0)|| < 1/fc, ||**(**)|| > £, k = 1,2,... For every 
fc =" k0, fc0 = [1 + 1/e], we can choose tkl, tk2 e (0, tk} such that ||xk(ffcl)|| = l/fc, 
1 **('.«) || = e- 1/fc < IWOII < e> tG(hu hi)- Let us put Tfc = tk2 - tkl, yk(t) = 
= fc . xk(t -f tkl), k ^ fc0. Then the functions yk, fc *> fc0, solve (1) and satisfy 
||yfc(0)|| = 1, ||j;fc(Tfc)|| = fce, 1 < ||yfc(0|| < fee, ts(0, Tk), k = fc0. It holds lim Tfc = 
•Woo 
= +00. In fact, if we put M = sup {||/(x, 11)||; ||x|| ^ 1, u e U}, then for every 
solution x of (1) we have d||x||/df g ||dx/d*|| = |/(x, ti)|| = AfJxJ. Hence |x(0|| g 
= ||x(0)|| exp (Mr) and at last 
(2) ke = ||>;fc(Tfc)|| = exp (MTk) , fc = fc0 . 
We see that yk, fc = fc0, together with their first derivatives are uniformly bounded 
on every finite subinterval of <0, 00). Therefore there is a subsequence zls z2,..., 
which is locally uniformly convergent on <0, 00) to a continuous function z. Evidently 
||z(0|| = 1 f° r every t ^ 0. As / fulfils all assumptions of the mentioned theorem 
from [3] the function z is a solution of (1). We have got a contradiction and the proof 
is complete. 
Theorem A. Let the assumptions of Lemma 1 are fulfilled. Then zero-solution of 
the equation (1) is exponentially asymptotic stable. 
Proof. We have to find such T > 0 that for every 5 > 0 and every solution x 
of (1) it holds 
(4) IK'o)|| = <5 => IWOII £ ^ > f o r e v e f y x = *o + T. 
Let 8 be fixed. According to lemma 1 zero-solution of (1) is stable and therefore 
there is such rj > 0 that for every solution x of (1) it holds 
(5) |x(0|| S t\ => ||X(T)| £ ¥ , t = * . 
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Denote by T(z9 w), where | z j| = 5 , « G f , the minimum of such x = 0 that x(0> u) = 
= z, ||X(T, t*)| =-= .7, where x(t, u) is a solution of (1) corresponding to u. Since 
lim x(t, u) = 0, the set of those T is nonempty and T(z, u) < 4- oo for every z, u. 
f-*co 
To prove (4)-it suffices to show that sup T(z, u) < + oo. Let it be not true. Then 
ztu 
there are sequences Tk -+ oo, x*(f), fc = 1, 2,..., of solutions of (1) such that 
||xk(0)|| = 8, \\xk(t)\\ > n for t G <0, Tk> , fc = 1, 2, . . . 
Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 1 it can be shown that there is a subsequence zk, 
of xfe, k = 1, 2,..., which is uniformly convergent on every finite subinterval of 
<0, oo) to a solution z of (1). Furthermore, ||z(*)|| ^ rf fo every t _ 0. We have got 
a contradiction. 
Lemma 2. Let us have functions yk : <0, oo) -+ R
w, fc = 0,1 , ..., s. T/ien it holds 
(6) lim inf lim sup |>>0(t) + Y, ^кУкЩ è Иm sup ||>>0(í)| 
(£l , . . . ,Є s )-*0 Í-+ + O0 k = 1 I-> + oo 
Proof. Let there be such numbers afc, fc = 1, 2 , . . . , s, as = 1, that 
(7) 
then 
lim sup I X GfcykvOl < + ° ° > 
í-» + oo k = l 
lim inf lim sup \\y0(t) -F £
 ekyk(0 II = 
(£l,....Єs)~+0 Í-+ + 00 k = l 
s— 1 s 
£ lim inf lim sup ||y0 + E (e*- «k
es)yk|| - -im sup lim sup fle, £ akyk\\ = 
(£i, . . . ,es)-»0 f-> + oo k = l £s-»0 f-+ + oo k = l 
s - 1 
= lim inf lim sup ||y0 + Z
 £kyk|| • 
(e i , . . . ,£s- i ) -^0 f-+ + oo k = l 
Thus it suffices to prove (6) under the assumption that for any nontrivial linear 
s 
combination ]T akyk the inequality (7) is not valid. If (6) is not true then it exists 
k = l 
a constant C > 0 and a sequence (e t l - . . . , eis) -+ 0, as i -> oo, such that 
s 
(8) lim sup \\y0 + £ sikyk\\ < C . 
t-» + oo 
We can assume that the matrix 
A -= 





has at least one regular (s x s) submatrix. Otherwise, if the rank r of the matrix A is 
less then s, then there is a linearly dependent column of A. Let for example the s-column 
be a linear combination of remaining columns with coefficients au ..., as-v If we 
substitute the function yk by yk + akys, k = 1, 2 , . . . , s — 1, and repeate this pro-
cedure (s — r)-times we get the former problem with the ((s — r) x oo) matrix (eik) 
of rank s — r. 
Assuming that rank A = s, we can find a regular (s x s) submatrix 
f e i , l > •••> 8 i l S 
!» • • * ? £ I S S 
of A. As the rows of A converge to zero with increasing row-index there is a /s+1-row 
in A such that matrix 
J I, eitl, eil2, . . . , eilS \ 
B = I 
I ? e i s l '
 e**s2> • • *> e / s ; 
\*> £ i s + i l » e*'s+i2 ' • • • ' £is+is/ 
s 
is regular. According to (8) it exists T > 0 such that the functions yo + £ ^ y ^ 
I 
J = 1, 2, ..., s + 1, are bounded on <T, -foo) and, as B is regular, the functions yk, 
k = 1, 2 , . . . , s, are bounded on <T, +oo), too. We have got a contradiction and 
Lemma 2 is proved. 
Lemma 2 enables us to weaken assumption 4 of Lemma 1 (and consequently also 
in Theorem A) in the case when the variable x enters linearly the right hand side of 
equation (1). We show this exactly in 
Lemma 3. Let U c Rm be compact, V c U, and F(u) : U -» K"2fulfil the following 
assumptions: 
1) F is continuous on U. 
2) F(U) = (F(w); ueU} is convex. 
3) V is dense in U (in Euclidean topology). 
4) For every measurable function u : <0, oo) -» V and every initial condition 
the solution x(t, u) of the equation 
(9) x = F(w) x 
converges to zero as t -+ + oo. 
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Then every solution x(t, u), « e f , of the equation (9) converges to zero as 
t -* "Foo. 
Proof. Let such ue°U and x0 e R
n exist that for the corresponding solution x(t, u), 
x(0, u) = x0, of (9) an inequality lim sup ||x(f, u)\\ > o > 0, holds. Then there is 
tx > 1 such that \\x(tx, u)\\ > a.
 f~*°° 
Let £l9 £2, ...,£neR
n be linearly independent. We denote by yq the solution of (9), 
corresponding to u, for which yq(tx) = £g, q = 1, 2,.. . , n. If we put y0(t) = x(f, w), 
r 6 <0, oo) then according to Lemma 2 there is a neighborhood G c R " o f x(rx, w) such 
that lim sup ||Z(*)| > <r f° r a ^ solutions z(t) of (9), corresponding to w and fulfilling 
t-*co 
the initial condition z(^) e G. 
We can choose a sequence of measurable functions uk: <0, ̂ > -> V, fc = 1, 2,.. . , 
uk~+ u uniformly on <0, tx}. Then the solutions x(f, uk), x(0, uk) = x(0, u), of (9) 
converge uniformly on <0, tx} to x(f, u). 
In fact, if we denote M = sup {||F(w)[|; u e £/}, then for f e <0, ̂ > we can estimate 
flx(í, щ) - x(t, u)\\ = I (F(uk(t)) x(t, uk) - F(u(t)) x(t, u)) dt 
II fř II II fř 
á f M O ) Wř, w*) - x(t, u)) át\\ + (F(uk(t)) - F(u(t)) x(t, u) dt 
||Jo || ||Jo 
S M f ||x(ř, u*) - x(t, u))\\ dt + í'(F(uk(t)) - F(u(t))) x(t, u) dt 
J o \\J0 
lir 
|x(ř, ufe) - x(t, ti)|| g (exp Mřx) sup (F(ufc(ř)) - F(u(ř))) x(t, u) dt 
ře<0,ři> J 0 
< 
From the continuity of F immediately follows that 
sup 
t€<o,to 
ľ(F(uк(t))-F(u(t)))x(t,u)dt -> 0 as к -> oo 
Hence, there is an integer fc0 such that x(tx, uAo) € G and ||x(*i, tiĵ fl > <x. Now we 
define 
j l.(f), í 6 (ř1 ; oo)j ' 
Then lim sup ||x(f, i^)! > a, where x(f, vx) fulfils the initial condition x(0, vx) = 
f->oo 
= x(0, u). 
Further, we find a number t2 > max (2, tx) such that ||x(t2» *>i)|| > 0" and repeate 
the previous procedure. Thus we construct sequences tk and vk : <0, oo) -> U, 
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k - 1, 2 , . . . , tk > max(k, tk_x)9 vk mapping <0, tk} into V, coinciding with vk^t on 
<0, tk„ t> and with w on (tk9 oo) so that an inequality ||x(ffc, i?fc)|| > a holds for solutions 
x(r, vfc) of (9), x(0, vfc) = x(0, w), k = 1, 2 , . . . 
Let us define v(t) = vk(t), t e <tk.l9tk)9 t0 = 0, k = 1, 2 , . . . Then v : <0, oo) -+ V 
is measurable and inequalitities ||x(ffc, v)\\ > a, k = 1, 2 , . . . , hold for the solution 
x(t, v) of (9). which fulfils the condition x(0, v) = x(0, w). That contradicts assump-
tion 4. 
Theorem B. Let U c Rm be an arbitrary set and F : U -» Rn2 be such matrix-
function that for every w e t and every initial condition x0 e R
n the solution 
x(t, w), x(0, w) = x0, 0f equation (9) exists and is bounded on the interval <0, oo). 
Then zero-solution of equation (9) is stable. 
Proof. If the solution x = 0 of (8) is not stable then there are wfc e %9 tk > 0, 
k = 1, 2 , . . . , such that ||x(0, wfc)|| g 1, k = 1, 2, ..., and lim sup ||x(ffc, wfc)|| = oo. 
fc-»oo 
We keep the functions wfc, k = 1, 2, ..., fixed to the end of the proof. 
Denote by P the set of all x e Rn for which there are sequences #fc, Tfc, k = 1,2,..., 
such that x(0, wfc(* -f- Tfc)) = x, k = 1, 2, ... and lim sup \\x(9k9 wfc(f + Tfc))| = + oo. 
We prove at first three auxiliary propositions. k~*°° 
Proposition A. P 4= 0. 
Really, for each T ^ 0, k = 1, 2 , . . . denote by Yk>x the fundamental matrix-solution 
of (9), where u(t) = uk(t + T), t e <0, oo), for which Ykft(x) = E (unit-matrix). 
n 
Let et be the i-column of E, i = 1, 2, ..., n. Then we can write x(0, wfc) == ]T akieh 
n i = l 
k = 1, 2 , . . . As ||x(0, wfc)|| ^ 1, we have ]T \aki\ ^ n, k = 1, 2 , . . . and 
i = l 
lim sup \\x(tk, wfc)| = lim sup \\Ykt0(th) x(0, wfc)|| = 
fc-*00 fc-*00 
n n 
= lim sup || £ akiYK0(tk) et\\ ^ n £ lim sup || Ykfi(tk) e,|| . 
fc->oo i = l i = l fc-*oo 
That implies et e P at least for one of indices 1,2,..., n. Proposition A is proved. 
Now, let Pl9 resp. P2, be the set of those ei9 i = 1, 2 , . . . , n, which do, resp. do not, 
belong into P. By renumeration let ei9..., eqe Pl9 eq+l9 ..., e„ e P2 (P2 may be 
empty). If there exist such af € R9 i = 1, 2 , . . . , q, that £ atet £ P, then we take the 
i = l n 
point er9 where r = max [i = 1, . . . , q; at 4= 0}, out of Px and put the point ]T (xiei 
into P2.
 l = 1 
We repeate this procedure as many times as all notrivial linear combinations of 
elements from Px belong into P. Let finally, again with a renumeration if necessary, 
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the points which remain in Px be eu ..., es. We denote the linear hull of P2 by L 
and choose an orthonormal basis e's+u ..., e„ in L. 
Proposition B. L u P = K". 
Evidently e1?..., es, e^+1,..., e'n form a basis of R
n. Let us take x e Rn — L, then 
•* s s 
x = y + z, where y = £ ^A> Z Kl + 0, z e L. It holds sup {||yk)T(f) z\\; t, x ^ 0, 
t = l i = l 
fc = 1,2,...} < +oo and there are sequences fcr, #r, Tr, r = 1,2,..., such that 
lim||ykr,tr(9r)y|| = +oo. Hence 
r-•oo 
lim |Ytp>tr(Sr)x| ^ lim \\Ykr^r)y\\ ~ sup \\Ykr,Tr{K) 4 = +°° • 
r-*oo r-*oo r = l , 2 , . . . 
This implies xePand Proposition Bis proved. 
Proposition C. For every xeP there are sequences fcr, Tr, Tr, r = 1,2,..., such that 
x(0, ukr(* + Tr)) = x, lim ||x(Tr, ukr(t + Tr))|| = + oo and x(Tr, ukr(t + Tr)) e P for 
r = 1,2,... 
To prove that we fix x e P and take corresponding sequences #k, Tk, fc = 1, 2,.. . , 
which occur in the definition of P. If such sequence fcr, r = 1, 2,..., exists that 
x0\.> ukr(
t + T*-))6<P> r = 1, 2,..., then there is nothing to be proved. Thus we 
assume the existence of such index k0 that for every fc _ fc0 we have x(#k, uk(t + Tk)) € 
eL. 
Let us put tk = inf {#; T e <5, #k> => X(T, w(f + Tk)) eL), fc = fc0. Evidently 
n 
x(tk, uk(t + Tk)) eL, fc ^ fc0, and we can write x(fk, wk(* + Tk)) = £ ^u^i, fc =" fco-
i=s+ i 
Denote M = sup {||yk,T(0 e\\\ t, T = 0, fc = fc0, i = s + 1,..., n}, then for fc = fc0 
we have 
||x(Sk, Uk(t + Tk))|| = ||yk,,k + Tk(9k - tk) X(tk, Uk(t + Tk))|| = 
= ||yk,fk+tk(Sk - tk) X akie\\ = M J |a„| £ nM||x(tk, uk(* + Tk))|| . 
i = s + l i = s + l 
Hence lim sup ||x(*k, uk(t + Tk))|| = + oo. 
k~*ao 
Now we can choose Tk < tk, fc _- fc0, so that 
x(Tk, wk(t + Tk)) e P , ||x(Tk, uk(* + Tk))|| > ||x(fk, uk(t + Tk))|| - - . 
Proposition C is proved. 
To complete the proof of Theorem B we take xeP. Then according to Proposi-
tion C there exist an integer kt and positive numbers Tu xt such that 
x(0, ukl(t + Tj)) = x , x(Tu uki(t + TO) e P , |jx(Tl9 ukl(t + Ti))|| > 1 . 
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As x(Tu ukl(t + TX)) e P there exist again an integer k2 and positive numbers T2, T2 
such that 
x(0, uk2(t + T2)) = x{Tu ukl(t + TO) , *(T2, w*2(* + T2)) G P , 
|jx(T2, ukl(t + T2))|| > 2. Similarly we construct sequences fcr, Tr, Tr, r = 1, 2, . . . 
r - l r - l r 
If we now put u(t) = ukr(t ~ S
 r« + Tr)> f o r *e < E T€' Z r«)» t h e n t h e solution 
q=\ q=\ q=\ 
x(r, u) of equation (9), fulfilling the initial condition x(0, u) = x, is not bounded and 
the proof is complete. 
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